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CEDRAT and ADAPTED SOLUTIONS announce a joint agreement. With this strategic partnership

CEDRAT increases its competitiveness in the field of simulation software and ADAPTED SOLUTI-

ONSinnovative software solution in the field of system design and analysis, thereby completing the

range of simulation products for electrical engineering tasks offered by Grenoble based CEDRAT.

Bruno RIBARD, Chief Executive Officer of CEDRAT describes his delight at the move: “I’m very happy

about the agreement between ADAPTED SOLUTIONS and CEDRAT. This will allow us to strengthen

the lead position of our group in the field of the modelling of electrical systems. Now we are able to

offer a complete solution for companies developing mechatronic systems – from the function design

up to the system integration.”

Marko SCHMIDT and Thomas BARUCKI, founders and directors of ADAPTED SOLUTIONS, share

Mr. RIBARD’s delight: “To us the most important issue is the opportunity to develop our software

within the frame of a comprehensive software family and with competent international partners. This

agreement provides ADAPTED SOLUTIONS with the resources to consolidate the company and

expand our product range.”

+ + + About Portunus

Portunus offers a combination of different modelling approaches as networks, block diagrams and

state machines to facilitate the investigation of systems behaviour. Possible applications range from

power supplies, power electronic circuits and drive systems up to controls and automotive components.

In addition to the analysis of electrical behaviour, Portunus allows the evaluation of mechanical and

thermal properties.

+ + + About ADAPTED SOLUTIONS

Since its foundation in 2003 ADAPTED SOLUTIONS has developed and marketed a number of

simulation products. Beside general solutions such as Portunus, the company provides application-

specif ic solut ions which are developed in close co-operat ion with customers.

Further information can be found at www.adapted-solutions.com

+ + + About CEDRAT

The aim of the CEDRAT Group is to propose innovative solutions in the electrical and mechatronic

fields, from the development of software tools to the study, conception and production of systems.

Well-known for its FLUX software, and European leader in the simulation of low frequency electromagnetic

phenomena, the group offers a full range of software solutions for electrical engineering.

Further information can be found at www.CEDRAT.com
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